Turkey Shoot: The Second Hunt
	This is an expansion of the original game adding new options for the hunters, a couple new enemies, and game types. This still requires the original game (Turkey Shoot v2) as the basic rules are not reprinted here. Again this is being developed by Wing of Sephiroth
Hunters
Hunter Templates
Berserker
ATK: 3
DEF: 3
SPD: 3
HP: 4
Melee: This unit may only attack enemies within 1".
Berserk: This unit gains +1 ATK for each point of damage it takes.
Double Attack: May make 2 attacks against the same or different target with each attack action.

Lancer
ATK: 3
DEF: 3
SPD: 2
HP: 4
Melee Reach: This unit may only attack enemies within 2".
Defensive Stance: +2 DEF against enemies within 2"
Withdraw: Each time this unit takes damage, it may immediately move 1"

Greatsword
ATK: 4
DEF: 3
SPD: 2
HP: 4
Melee: This unit may only attack enemies within 1"
Mobility: If an attack by this unit defeats an enemy, it may immediately move upt to 2"
Cleave: If an attack by this unit defeats an enemy, it may make another attack (Following use of Mobility) with a -1 ATK.

Harrier
ATK: 2
DEF: 3
SPD: 4
HP: 4
Melee: This unit may only attack enemies within 1"
Deadly Dancing: This unit gains a +1 ATK for each time it has been attacked since it's previous turn.
Hampered Movement: Enemies within 2" of this unit have their total movement reduced by 1/2 (Round up) 

Archer
ATK: 3
DEF: 2
SPD: 3
HP: 4
Stuck: An enemy hit by this unit takes a 1 ATK attack at the beginning of its activations each round until that attack misses. Only one Stuck attack may be active on a target per Archer at a time.

Assassin
ATK: 3
DEF: 2
SPD: 4
HP: 4
Melee: This unit may only attack enemies within 1"
Lethal Strike: Double damage if three or more 5's are rolled during a sucessful attack (double 6's still have the same effect)
Backstab: +1 Damage on a sucessful attack if an ally is also within 2" of the target.

Huntsman
ATK: 3
DEF: 2
SPD: 3
HP: 4
Companion Beast: This unit may attempt to tame a monster instead of an attack if the target is within 6" of it. Make an attack as usual against the target, if it suceeds, do not apply damage, but roll 1d6 against the targets current HP, if it beats it the target comes under the control of this unit. The huntsman has 3 activations from that point on that may be spent by any combination of the Huntsman and the beast, though either of them may only use two of them during a round and both units must remain within 9" of each other at the end of their turn. During a game without beasts, the Huntsman may start any round with a Velociraptor (Listed in the original Turkey Shoot Document). If this unit dies, the beast is removed from the board (Does not count as a point, a companion beast does not give a point if killed and does not have a point penalty if killed by an ally).

Hunter Traits
Charge: Gain a +1 ATK for each 6 rolled for SPD that round.
Mountaineer: May move through Impassable Terrain to a maximum distance equal to your base SPD stat in inches with each inch used reducing total SPD by that ammount for this round.
Acrobatic Combat: When dealing damage or damage is dealt to this unit by an enemy within 1" of the unit, the unit may trade locations with the other unit involved in the fight.
Snares: Once per round, one enemy this unit damage has their SPD reduced by 1 until this units next turn
Recovery: This unit may elect to sacrifice an action for their turn to recover 1 HP.
Tough: +1 HP
Hardened Defender: +2 DEF when in terrain
Tamer: (Huntsman Only) When a beast is tamed, it may gain 2 HP up to its maximum health.
Poison: (Assassin Only) Lethal Strike only requires 2 or more 5's to trigger.
Stun: (Harrier Only) On a sucessful attack that has rolled 2 or more 6's, you reduce the targets SPD by 1 + 1 per 6 after the second for 1d6 rounds.
Volley: (Archer only) If this unit uses both actions for attacks, it may make a third attack that round.
Heavy Blade: (Greatsword Only) This unit's attack range increases to 1 1/2 inches.
Impale: (Lancer Only) If this unit moves more than 12" this round, it's attacks deal +1 damage.
Rampage: (Berzerker Only) This unit may use both of it's actions simultaniously, moving any portion of it's SPD before, between, or after its attacks.
Sniper: (Rifleman Only) Deal +1 Damage when rolling double 6's
Locked On: (Shotgunner Only) Range for the Scatter Shot ability increased to 5"
Deadeye: (Dual Pistolier Only) If both of this units attacks hit the same target, the target takes +1 damage

Turkeys
	During the turkey roll, a 1-5 is treated as in the basic game. If a 6 is rolled on the Turkey roll, roll again. On a 1-3 roll again and 1/2 the result in Utahraptors enter play. On a 4-5 roll again and on odds a Dactyl comes into play, on evens two of them do. On a 6 a Tyrannosaurus enters the fray.
	All Turkeys are considered to be beasts in relation to the Huntsmans Companion Beast ability.
	There may only be 1 Tyrannosaurus, 6 Utahraptors, and 12 Dactyls in play at any time.
Utahraptor
ATK: 3
DEF: 4
SPD: 3
HP: 4
Points: 2
Pounce: A raptor within double his speed roll of a hunter may move adjacent to the Hunter and attack.
Melee: Raptors may only attack enemies within 1”
Pack Instinct: Raptors gain a +1 ATK for each additional raptor adjacent to their target

Tyrannosaurus
ATK: 5
DEF: 6
SPD: 2
HP: 6
Points: 4 (+2 to any unit that had damaged it)
Melee Reach: Tyrannosaurus may only attack enemies within 3"
Crunch: Melee attacks by this unit always deals 2 damage on normal attacks.
Trample: This unit ignores other units for movement, but treats terrain as one step worse and makes ATK 2 attacks on any unit it passes ontop of and may not end its turn ontop of another unit.
Roar: Whenever a unit is defeated by a Tyrannosaurus, all enemies within 6" of this unit move 1d6" directly away from it.

Dactyl
ATK: 2
DEF: 5
SPD: 6
HP: 1
Points: 1
Melee: Dactyls may only attack units within 1" of it
Flight: This unit ignores terrain and other units for movement.
Swoop:  This unit may split its movement and split the total distance moved before and after its attack.

Game Type
The Hunt
	This is the basic game type as described in the basic game with the addition of the additional Turkeys.

Stand Off
	Each player has two characters and randomly chooses a side entry point whenever they spawn or respawn as Turkeys normally do. Each character has 3 lives. Winner is the last player with living characters. Points are not tallied.

Deathmatch
	Each player builds a character as usual, spawns and respawns use the rules for Turkeys. Each player has 3 lives and last character alive wins. Points are not tallied.
Team: Allied players are untargetable. Team win by team with last living character.

Crucible
	As Deathmatch, except Turkeys are also in play. Points are counted, enemy players are worth 2 points each.
Team: Allied Players are untargetable.

